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Abstract
Climate change is causing a shift in the temperature and pressure gradient
between the Arctic and the Equator, with the Arctic warming at a faster rate than the
Equator. This shift has the potential to alter the seasonal wind speeds in the Northern
Hemisphere, which could in turn affect the wind power density potential. In this study, a
wind model was created to predict future wind speeds and wind power density for 6
weather stations in Iceland. According to the model, winter wind speeds and wind power
density potential will either stay the same or increase slightly (0 – 4%), while summer
wind speeds and wind power density potential will decrease by 2 – 5% and 10 – 14%,
respectively. These results agree closely with existing literature. The increase in winter
power density could provide a complement to existing hydropower infrastructure, while
the eventual decrease in summer power density implores that investment in wind power
happens sooner rather than later for optimal efficiency.

Keywords: Climate change, wind speed, wind power density, modeling, Iceland
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Introduction
Wind: Wind is the product of air moving from an area of high air pressure to an
area of low air pressure. The greater the pressure difference of the areas between which
the air moves, the greater the wind speed (“Wind”, 2017). Areas of low pressure tend be
to warmer, as warm air rises and expands. Likewise, areas of high pressure tend to be
cooler because cool air condenses and sinks (“The Highs and Lows of Air Pressure”,
2017). On Earth, wind tends to blow from the high-pressure areas of the cold poles to the
low-pressure area around the warm Equator. Wind speed also varies with height on a
logarithmic scale and tends to be greater at high altitudes (Holmes, 2015). Wind speed is
measured by the Beaufort scale, which categorizes wind speeds on a scale of 0 – 9, with 0
corresponding to virtually no wind and 9 corresponding to hurricane conditions
(“Beaufort wind force scale”, 2016).

Wind energy: Wind energy is dependent on wind speed: as speed increases,
so does potential power production. The amount of energy that a given amount of wind
can produce is proportional to the cube of its speed
(Schaeffer et al. 2011). Wind turbines typically
operate at heights around 60 meters above ground
level (Nolan et al. 2011). The “cut-in” speed of a
turbine – that is, the wind speed at which a turbine
will begin to generate power – is typically around 3 or
4 m/s, while the “cut-out” speed – where the wind
speed is fast enough to cause damage and the
turbine automatically shuts down – is usually

Figure 1: Two common types of wind
turbines ("Vertical axis or horizontal
axis?", 2017)

around 25 m/s. Between these two limits is the optimal range of wind speeds for the
turbine to produce maximum power, usually between 12 and 17 m/s (“Wind turbine
power curves”, n.d.). To produce energy, the blades of a turbine are connected to an
electrical generator. The blades act similarly to an airplane wing, using the natural lift and
drag areas that form on the blades to spin. Gears inside the turbine increase the number of
revolutions per minute that the blades would naturally make at a given speed to produce
more power. There are two types of turbines commonly used: drag-based turbines, which
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are the standard three-blade turbine that most are used to seeing, which rotate about a
vertical axis; and lift-based turbines, which rotate about a horizontal axis (“How a Wind
Turbine Works”, 2017). One of the advantages of wind power is its energy payback time
– in general, a turbine requires 3 – 7 months to generate the equivalent energy amount to
the cost of its construction (Pryor & Barthelmie 2010). Wind power is considered to have
the second lowest energy payback time, behind hydropower (Gagnon, 2005). Turbines
can also be established in already developed rural land. Common complaints against
wind power are about the noise pollution and the disruption to the aesthetic of the
landscape, but these complaints are assuaged by improving the technology and properly
siting the turbines (“Advantages and Challenges of Wind Energy”, 2017).

Global Wind Power: In 2016, the production of global wind power
increased by 11.6%, with China producing nearly half of the global wind energy (“Wind
Energy Installations 2016”, 2017). In 2008, the United States Department of Energy
pledged that by 2030, 20% of their energy production would be from wind power
(Greene et al., 2010). Since the beginning of the 21 st century the globally installed wind
power capacity has increased more than 20fold, and the Global Wind Energy Council
predicts that wind power will produce 800 GW of power (as of 2016 about 487 GW were
produced) by 2021 (“Global Statistics”, 2016).

Figure 2: Global Cumulative Installed Wind Capacity 2001 - 2016 (“Global Statistics”,
2016)

Wind and Wind Power in Iceland: Being a relatively small island,
Iceland experiences coastal winds year-round, with occasional wind gusts and storms in
the interior of the country ("Climate of the World: Iceland", 2017). Wind tends to be
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easterly. The glaciers of Iceland, particularly the largest, Vatnajökull, can also cause
katabatic, or descending, winds in valleys around the glaciers (Ingólfsson, 2017).
Currently around 80% of energy and nearly 100% of electricity in Iceland is produced via
geothermal and hydropower. Geothermal power is a constant source of energy yearround, while hydropower potential peaks during the summer glacial melt and dips during
the winter. Wind in Iceland, however, has the opposite variation schedule as hydropower,
with winter wind speeds tending to be much greater than those in the summer. This poses
wind power as a potential complement to hydropower that the country has recently begun
to explore in more detail (Nawri et al., 2014). In 2013, the national power company
Landsvirkjun began to install wind turbines at the Búrfell power station in south Iceland,
with the combined capacity to produce up to 5.4 GWh per year (“Wind Turbines”, 2013).
There are currently plans to expand this endeavor that have been environmentally
assessed and approved ("Búrfellslundur EN - Búrfell Wind Farm", n.d.). IceWind, a wind
turbine company founded in 2012, manufactures products for both large scale projects
such as at Búrfell as well as turbines suitable for cabins and houses (“icewind – About
Icewind”, 2017). In 2016, wind power made up just 0.1% of the total energy produced in
the country, but with the addition of more turbines one can only assume that that number
will rise in the coming years (Orkustofnun, 2016). In 2014, Nawri et al. evaluated 14
potential wind farm sites across Iceland, each 20 by 20 kilometers either on land or
offshore. The yearly average available power for the sites ranged from 360 to 540 kW,
and the yearly average efficiencies ranged from 12 to 32% after accounting for extreme
weather conditions. The study noted that these values were well within ranges set by
other Nordic countries, thus making them viable locations for wind farms.

Literature Review: The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) puts forth four potential climate change
scenarios, based on the radiative forcing that will be experienced in each scenario. The
scenarios range from 2.6 – characterized by lowering global temperatures to preindustrial levels – to 8.5 – proceeding on the current path with little to no attempt to
lower global temperatures (IPCC, 2014). Figure 3 shows the predicted warming amounts
for each RCP scenario. As temperatures increase, wind speeds will change and affect
wind energy production. In the Northern Hemisphere, polar amplification is increasing
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the rate of warming over the Arctic. The same phenomenon is not occurring over the
Antarctic, resulting in a temperature and pressure imbalance on the planet (Holland &
Bitz, 2003). This is causing the pressure in the Arctic to decrease and the pressure

Figure 3: Projected change in global mean surface temperature for the mid- and late 21st
century, relative to the 1986–2005 period (IPCC, 2014)

gradient between the Arctic and the Equator to decrease, potentially causing a decrease in
wind speeds in the Northern Hemisphere at a faster rate than those in the Southern
Hemisphere. Multiple studies have predicted a slowing of Northern Hemisphere wind
speeds in the future leading to a potential decrease in wind energy production. It has
generally been found that wind speeds in the summer are the most vulnerable to slowing,
while winter wind speeds typically show little to no slowing (and in some cases, small
increases). Likewise, potential wind power tends to decrease in the summer and show
little change in the winter. In the northwestern United States, wind speeds are expected to
decrease by as much as 10% during the summer months, corresponding to a nearly 40%
decrease in wind energy potential (Sailor et al. 2008). Another study found agreement
between 5 atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) over 46 weather
stations in northern Europe that winter wind speeds in the middle of this century will
show little change, but winter wind speeds in the late 21st century (2081 – 2100) will
show a more significant decrease (Pryor et al. 2005). In Ireland, an assembly of regional
climate models (RCMs) has shown that while yearly average wind speeds show little
change, winter wind speeds could increase by as much as 3.5% with energy content
increasing by as much as 11%. Meanwhile, summer wind speeds could decrease by up to
5%, with energy potential decreasing up to 16% (Nolan et al. 2011).
Ren 2010 poses a potential power-law relationship to predict the future wind
speeds of an area. The relationship is as follows:
𝑃=𝑃

1 − 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
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where P = future wind power, P0 = presently available wind power, dt = warming over
the area of interest in degrees Kelvin, Tm = the average temperature over the region in
degrees Kelvin, and n = an exponent characteristic of the region (typically n is around 4).
Ren uses this relationship to predict future wind power over China and to show that
increasing rates of warming inversely affect the efficiency of wind energy production
(Ren 2010). Conversely, a 2009 study in Brazil found increased wind speeds in the north
and coastal areas of the country, making wind power an attractive option for future
energy endeavors (Pereira de Lucena et al., 2009). Considering Brazil’s proximity to, and
China’s distance from, the Equator these two studies support the increased rate of
warming in the Arctic affecting the Northern Hemisphere more drastically than the rest of
the planet.

Study Objectives: In 2017, the Icelandic Meteorological Office used data
from the Coordinated Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) to analyze climate
changes in Iceland throughout the rest of the 21st century. CORDEX combines GCMs
and RCMs to examine individual climates of smaller areas than originally examined by
these models. The study finds that the frequency of strong winds will decrease by the end
of the century and the frequency of weaker winds will increase, especially for higher
emission scenarios. (Gosseling, 2017). The results of this study agreed with Johannesson
et al. 2007, which also found a decrease in mean wind speeds over Iceland by the end of
the century. The paper seeks to predict both future wind speeds and wind power potential
over Iceland and comment on the future efficiency of wind power in the country.

Methods
Model: I created a wind model to calculate wind speed and wind power density
potential for past and future climate scenarios in Iceland. The model uses a power density
formula,
𝑃 = 𝜌𝑈 ,
to calculate available wind power from past wind speed data. In this formula, P = power
density in W/m2, 𝜌 = air density (1.225 kg/m3), and U = wind speeds in m/s (Pryor &
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Barthelmie 2009). The model then calculates the future potentially available wind power
using the formula proposed by Ren 2010,
𝑃=𝑃

.

As the exact value of n for Iceland is unknown, for the purposes of this study it was
estimated it to be about 4, similar to the value used in the original study (Ren, 2010). The
model calculates values for the middle of the century (2046 – 2065) and the end of the
century (2081 – 2100) relative to 1986 – 2005, as per the AR5. For each time period, the
winter and summer average wind speeds and average wind energy potential are
calculated for each of the four RCP scenarios in the AR5. The temperature increases used
are shown in Figure 3. For each RCP scenario, the future power densities for both the
lower and higher ends of the suggested range were averaged. “Winter” is defined as
December through February (DJF), while “summer” is defined as June through August
(JJA), in accordance with existing literature. For each calculation, dt is the average
warming according to the RCP scenario and time period, and Tm is the mean temperature
over the region from 1986 – 2005. Finally, the model calculates the average percent
differences for the two time periods in both seasons using the following formula:
𝐷=

𝐹−𝑃
× 100
𝑝

(Nolan et al. 2011), where D is the percent difference, F is the future value, and P is the
present/past value.
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Stations: The model was used for 6 weather stations in Iceland: Reykjavík,
Akureyri, Dalatangi, Grímsstaðir, Stykkishólmur, and Vatnsskarðshólar (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: A map of the weather stations used

Publicly available data from the Icelandic Met office includes monthly average
temperature and wind speed data for each of these stations from 1949 – 2017
("Climatological data", 2017). These stations were chosen because they were the only
ones on the Met office website whose data was consistent throughout 1949 – 2017 and
whose locations were easily determined. The stations were scattered across the country,
with no more than one in each region of the country. The heights of the weather stations
from which the data was gathered ranged from 10 meters to 384 meters above sea level.

Height Scaling: As wind speed varies with height, I normalized the wind
speed data for each station as if each station measured wind speed at a height of 55 m,
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which is the height of the two turbines currently in operation in Iceland (“Wind
Turbines”, 2017). The formula for normalization is as follows:
𝑢(𝑧 ) = 𝑢(𝑧 )

((

)/

)

((

)/

)

,

where 𝑧 is the desired height; 𝑧 is the actual height; 𝑢(𝑧 ) is the mean wind speed at the
desired height; 𝑢(𝑧 ) is the mean wind speed at the actual height; 𝑑 is the height above
the ground where wind speed is zero due to flow obstacles (defined as approximately 2 3
the height of the obstacle; in this model the height of the flow obstacle is defined as the
height of the weather station, so 𝑑 =

𝑧 ); and 𝑧 is the roughness level of the terrain

(for all of the stations, this was estimated to be about 0.1) (Holmes 2015).

Ethics: As this project did not involve contact with human subjects, the only
ethical matters of concern were correctly using and citing literature and data, and
analyzing and displaying the results in an unbiased manner. These actions were carried
out to the best of my ability.

Results
For all stations, the differences in calculated values between 2046 – 2065 and
2100 – 2081 were negligible, so only the results for 2046 – 2065 will be mentioned. In
Akureyri, winter winds will increase by 2.4 – 2.9% and winter power density will
increase by 1.4 – 2.9%, while summer winds will decrease by 3.9 – 4.4% and summer
power density will decrease by 12.7 – 13.9%. In Dalatangi, winter winds will increase by
1.2 – 1.7% and winter power density will decrease by 0.1 – 1.5%, while summer winds
will decrease by 2.5 – 3.0% and summer power density will decrease by 9.6 – 10.9%. In
Grímsstaðir, winter winds will increase by 2.9 – 3.4% and winter power density will
increase by 2.5 – 4.1%, while summer winds will increase by 0.3 – 0.7% and summer
power density will decrease by 2.2 – 3.7%. In Reykjavík, winter winds will increase by
1.6 – 2.1% and winter power density will increase by -0.1 – 1.0%, while summer winds
will decrease by 3.9 – 4.4% and summer power density will decrease by 12.7 – 14.0%. In
Stykkishólmur, winter winds will increase by 2.0 – 2.5% and winter power density will
increase by 0.4 – 1.0%, while summer winds will decrease by 3.5 – 3.9% and summer
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power density will decrease by 11.7 – 13.0%. In Vatnsskarðshólar, winter winds will
increase by 0.8 – 1.3% and winter power density will increase by -2.5 – 1.9%, while
summer winds will decrease by 3.8 – 4.3% and summer power density will decrease by
12.5 – 13.8%.

Figure 5: Percent differences in wind speed and wind power density
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Discussion
Anomalies: The results above agree with the present literature. It is notable
that for most of the stations, the winter changes are much smaller than those of the
summer. For Grímsstaðir, however, the winter wind changes are much greater than the
summer wind changes, and the power density changes in the two seasons are comparable.
This could be due to several factors. Grímsstaðir is the most inland of the 6 stations, and
inland sites could show less agreement in models (Sailor et al, 2008). The weather station
in Grímsstaðir was not only the tallest by far (382 meters above ground level, while the
other stations were well below 100 meters), but it was the only station whose wind speeds
needed to be scaled down, not scaled up. The height scaling formula used could have
skewed the data for Grímsstaðir in a way that would not have shown up on the other
stations. It is also possible that an inland site could simply experience a windier climate;
however, that is unlikely due to the coastal winds that Iceland tends to experience in the
winter.

Winter Changes: This model suggests that wind power would be a steady
source of energy in the winter months, as winter wind power density will be steady
and/or increasing over the rest of the century. These results also support the idea of
complementing hydropower with wind power, to harness both sources of green energy at
their peak seasons. With yearly stable electricity production, Iceland could consider
exporting any surplus energy to countries that do not have the same green energy
infrastructure, or eliminate the use of nonrenewable energy that does not go into
electricity production.

Wind Power Expansion: The Búrfell power station is planning to expand
on the two wind turbines currently in place ("Búrfellslundur EN - Búrfell Wind Farm",
n.d.). However, Reykjavík and Vatnsskarðshólar, both near Búrfell, show two of the
lowest power increases of the stations. Akureyri, however, shows the greatest winter
power density increases (not including Grímsstaðir for the possible anomalies mentioned
above). Akureyri and other northern regions may therefore be more prudent locations to
begin the installation of more turbines.
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Summer Changes: While the stability and/or increase in winter wind
power density potential can be viewed as a positive shift, there is still a decrease in
summer wind power density potential. While 10 – 15% is not a large change it is not
negligible, especially given that climate scenario predictions tend to be underestimated.
Therefore it should be considered that the actual summer wind decreases will be greater
than this model predicts. It is also possible that actual emissions may exceed those used
in the RCP scenarios, which would also cause a greater summer decrease. One must also
consider the yearly average change: the small increases of power density potential in the
winter months will not make up for the decreases in the summer months. Taking this into
consideration, it will likely be more cost-effective to install more wind turbines sooner
rather than later, while summer winds are still strong enough to produce wind power at a
comparable rate to winter winds.

Weaknesses: As this is a very simple model, the results should be taken
lightly. The formula used to predict wind power density was created for use in China with
a region-specific n-value. For this model n was estimated to be 4, but in actuality the
value of n could be very different, producing more extreme results if n is greater than 4,
and less extreme results if n is less than 4. Another weakness in the model is the use of
the RCP scenarios from the 2014 IPCC report, as they were not specific to Iceland or the
subarctic and could be quite different in these regions. The estimation of the terrain
roughness level in the height scaling formula could also provide some error, as the
stations surely were not located in the exact same land conditions. The height scaling
formula may not be accurate when used to scale to a lower height. Despite these
weaknesses, however, the model results agree with the present literature and therefore
can be considered viable predictions of the wind conditions in Iceland as the climate
changes.

Conclusions
Upon examining existing literature and the results of this model, the following
conclusions can be made:



Winter wind speeds in Iceland are likely to increase by 0 – 4%
Winter wind power potential may increase by 0 – 4%
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Summer wind speeds are likely to decrease by as much as 5%
Summer wind power potential will likely decrease by as much as 14%

Future Work: Further work in this area may examine more locations in
Iceland, particularly in the central highlands of the country. It would also be
beneficial to examine these locations with a more accurate regional n – value and a
more accurate estimate of terrain roughness height for each location. One could also
consider the possibility of offshore wind farms and examine the wind profiles off the
coast of Iceland.
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Appendix
Code:
def length(lst):
#returns the length of a list
i=0
for item in lst:
i += 1
return i
def getFile(file):
#puts the file in a list so you only have to
open the file once
lst = []
stn = csv.reader(open(file))
for row in stn:
lst.append(row)
for row in lst:
row[0] = int(row[0])
row[1] = int(row[1])
row[2] = float(row[2])
row[3] = float(row[3])
return lst
def seasonVals(file, m1, m2, m3, info):
#combines monthly value lists into
seasonal ones
m1Lst = []
m2Lst = []
m3Lst = []
seasonLst = []
m1Lst = monthVals(file, m1, info)
m2Lst = monthVals(file, m2, info)
m3Lst = monthVals(file, m3, info)
i=0
for row in m1Lst:
seasonLst.append((m1Lst[i] + m2Lst[i]
+ m3Lst[i]) / 3)
i += 1
return seasonLst
def monthVals(file, month, info):
#creates a list of values for a given month
lst = []
if ( info == 1): #temperature
index = 2
else: #wind
index = 3
for row in file:

if (row[1] == month): #line[1] is the
month
lst.append(row[index])
return lst
def windPower(windLst, tempLst):
#calculates available wind power from
wind speed list
powerLst = []
item = 0
p = 101325
power = 0
for row in windLst:
power = .5 * (p / (287.058 *
(tempLst[item] + 273))) * (windLst[item])
** 3
powerLst.append(power)
item += 1
return powerLst
def windsShortTerm(rcp, tempLst,
powerLst):
#calculates wind power density for 2046 2065
if(rcp == 'a'): #2.6
low = 0.4 + 273
high = 1.6 + 273
if(rcp == 'b'): #4.5
low = 0.9 + 273
high = 2.0 + 273
if(rcp == 'c'): #6.0
low = 0.8 + 273
high = 1.8 + 273
if(rcp == 'd'): #8.5
low = 1.4 + 273
high = 2.6 + 273
futureLow = 0
futureHigh = 0
futureLst = []
tMean = 0
j = 37 #tempLst[37] corresponds to 1986
while(j < 57): #tempLst[57] corresponds
to 2005
tMean = tMean + tempLst[j]
j += 1
tMean = tMean / 20
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tMean = tMean + 273
i = 37 #powerLst[37] corresponds to
1986
while(i < 57): #powerLst[57] corresponds
to 2005
item = powerLst[i]
futureLow = item * ((1 - low) / tMean)
** 4
futureHigh = item * ((1 - high) /
tMean) ** 4
futureLst.append((futureLow +
futureHigh) / 2)
i += 1
return futureLst

tMean = tMean + 273
i = 37 #powerLst[37] corresponds to
1986
while(i < 57): #powerLst[57] corresponds
to 2005
item = powerLst[i]
futureLow = item * ((1 - low) / tMean)
** 4
futureHigh = item * ((1 - high) /
tMean) ** 4
futureLst.append((futureLow +
futureHigh) / 2)
i += 1
return futureLst

def windsLongTerm(rcp, tempLst,
powerLst):
#calculates wind power density for
2081 - 2100
if(rcp == 'a'): #2.6
low = 0.3 + 273
high = 1.7 + 273
if(rcp == 'b'): #4.5
low = 1.1 + 273
high = 2.6 + 273
if(rcp == 'c'): #6.0
low = 1.4 + 273
high = 3.1 + 273
if(rcp == 'd'): #8.5
low = 2.6 + 273
high = 4.8 + 273
futureLow = 0
futureHigh = 0
futureLst = []
tMean = 0
j = 37 #tempLst[37] corresponds to 1986
while(j < 57): #tempLst[57] corresponds
to 2005
tMean = tMean + tempLst[j]
j += 1
tMean = tMean / 20

def speedCorrected(windLst, height):
#corrects for height differences between
stations
#normalizes all speeds to a 55 m height
d = (2/3) * height
z = 0.1
lst = []
math.log(d)
for row in windLst:
top = (55 - d) / z
if(top < 0):
top = top * -1
bottom = (height - d) / z
new = row * (math.log(top) /
math.log(bottom))
lst.append(new)
return lst
def windFromPower(powerLst, height):
#converts wind power to wind speed
winds = []
for row in powerLst:
speed = (row / (.5 * 1.225)) ** (1/3)
winds.append(speed)
return winds
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